
Why deploy a Secure Access Service Edge?
Deliver hybrid workplace connectivity, uncompromised edge security, & AI-powered
autonomous IT operations. Embrace rapid, secure transformation with confidence.

With Prisma SASE by Palo Alto Networks, deploy the absolute market leader.

Seamless application services,
best-in-class protection.

SASE
Protect //

Adaptive Cybersecurity Proactive ConsultingNext-Gen Expertise/ /

ZTNA 2.0 Security
Safeguards all applications for your hybrid
workforce. Ensures robust application
traffic & data protection - always.

Branch Evolution
Extend Zero Trust to hyperconnected
branches with Prisma SD-WAN and into
your enterprise cloud with Prisma Access.

AI-Driven IT
Deploy AIOps with ADEM for AI-based
threat detection & analytics automation,
boosting results & reducing MTTR.
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Benefits of SASE

4. Enhanced User Productivity: Provide
employees with a superior user
experience through fast and reliable
access to applications and services,
enabling them to maximise focus and
drive productivity.

Improved Operational Efficiency:
Streamline network management and
reduce manual efforts with AI-powered
autonomous IT operations, allowing
your IT team to focus on strategic
initiatives.

3.1. Enhanced Cloud Security for the
Hybrid Workforce: Detect and mitigate
advanced threats rapidly, providing
comprehensive protection for your
cloud infrastructure and ensuring the
security of your hybrid workforce.

2. Continuous & Reliable Connectivity:
Enjoy seamless cloud and branch
connectivity, ensuring uninterrupted
access to critical applications and
services, regardless of location or
network conditions.
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Why engage Murdoch Webster

Flexibility & Scalability: We right-size your
Security Service Edge strategy to scale
with your business, ensuring flexibility and
adaptability.

Competitive: Tailored to your business
demands, we deliver comprehensive, best-
in-class solutions affordably.

Expertise: Our team of experienced and
qualified cybersecurity experts can
provide guidance on today's best SASE
technology and practices.

Comprehensive Coverage: With care and
expertise, we design, deploy, and support
all aspects of your SASE deployment.

Named by Gartner® as a the only Leader in
the 2023 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for
Single-Vendor SASE.

Recognised as the ONLY leader in SASE.

Get the Report

https://mwtg.com.au/
https://go.mwtg.com.au/prisma-sase-mq-report
https://go.mwtg.com.au/prisma-sase-mq-report
https://go.mwtg.com.au/prisma-sase-mq-report


A Palo Alto Networks Platinum Innovator, we have a deep
understanding and comprehensive technical capabilities across
their industry-defining cybersecurity platforms.

Our engineers are recognised as some of the foremost experts in
the global Palo Alto Networks technical community.

As the only Australian grown Palo Alto Networks Certified
Professional Services Partner (CPSP) we are one of the few
partners across the Asia Pacific to attain this elite status.

As a CPSP partner you can be confident we adhere to the latest
best practice deployment methodologies with the support of
Palo Alto Networks expertise and resources.

Palo Alto Network's CyberForce represents the top 1% of
partner engineers, renowned for their exceptional security
expertise and customer-centric approach.

Difficult to achieve and highly valued, membership in the
CyberForce program reflects our elite levels of engineering
excellence delivering real-world customer success.

Our technology partner

A rare bread in Palo Alto Networks Partner

A cybersecurity pioneer, we have partnered with Palo Alto Networks for over 12 years. Our
depth in technical excellence, industry knowledge and strategic alignment drives successful
outcomes for a truly diverse range of clients across all industry verticals.
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Getting started
Lets discuss how SASE can accelerate
productivity throughout your business
today.

+61 3 9095 8031
sales@mwtg.com.au

https://mwtg.com.au/

